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71. The plot of Macbeth is derived from

1. The Scottish plot 2. Greek Tragedy
3. Raphael Holinshed 4. English Royal family

72. Macbeth is the ........... Shakespear’s tragedies.
1. Shortest 2. Longest 3. Best 4. Worst

73. Macduff Succeeded in killing macbeth because
1. He is as strong as macbeth
2. He was born of caesarean operation
3. He was born due to God’s Gift 4. None

74. Which country’s history involves in Macbeth ?
1. English history 2. French history
3. Greek history 4. Scottish history

75. ‘A people great and Strong’ Here people refers to
1. Nation 2. Citizen
3. Pupils of school 4. People of country

76. “They build a nation’s pillars deep” The figures of speech in the
line is

1. Metaphor 2. Synecdoche  3. Personification  4. Simile
77. ‘Stand fast and suffer long” here stand fast refers to

1. Fly away 2. Move still 3. Stand still 4. Run away
78. Who are brave men ?

1. Those who sleep while others work
2. Those who work while others sleep
3. Those who sleep and never work 4. All

79. What kind of expression did the poet use in 1st stanza of ‘The
Death of a mad Dog’ ?

1. Suggestion 2. Advice 3. Strong obligation  4. Parody
80. The figures of speech in “To every christian eye’ is

1. Transferred Epithet 2. Metonymy
3. Irony 4. Synecdoche
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81. What seemed sore and sad to every christian ?
1. The man 2. The wound
3. The dog 4. The action of the dog

82. What did he who lived in Islington wear ?
1. He was naked 2. He wore borrowed clothes
3. He wore only church clothes   4. All

83. In the poem ‘The swing’ The word ‘The roof’ refers to
1. The ground 2. The earth 3. The green garden  4. The sky

84. Match R.L. Stevenson’ works with its years
1. A child’s Garden of verses a. 1885
2. Under woods b. 1887
3. Ballads c. 1890
4. Song’s of travel and other poems d. 1893
1. 1a 2b 3c 4d 2. 1b 2a 3d 4c 3. 1c 2d 3a 4b 4. 1d 2c 3b 4a

85. R.L. Stevenson belonged to .......... period
1. Romantic 2. Victorian 3. Augustan 4. Elizabeth

86. what kind of rhyme did the poet use in The Swing ?
1. Masculine 2. Feminine 3. Triple 4. None

87. “I’ll explain if you’d like to make certain it’s all right.”
The above sentence expresses
1. A strong obligation 2. A polite request
3. A suggestion 4. None

88. Which syllable is stressed in ‘pacific’ ?
1. Third syllable 2. The first syllable
3. Second syllable 4. None

89. ‘Chicago thinks you may have dropped over our way” Here
dropped over means

1. slipped 2. persuaded 3. caught 4. escaped
90. O Henry was a prolific American short story writer, master

of....
1. Humours writings 2. Tragic ending
3. Iromic stories 4. Surprise Endings

91. How to live to Be 200 is taken from
1. Nonsense novels                2. Sunshine sketches of little town
3. Literary lapses 4. None

92. The word Reminiscences has .......... syallbles
1. Three 2. Four 3. Five 4. Six

93. Fears of stranger or Foreigners are called
1. Gemophobia 2. Acrophobia
3. Photophobia 4. Xenophobia

94. Choose the correct order that are done by Jiggins
1. Cold plunge - hot plunge - Breathing at the window
2. Hot plunge - cold plunge - Breathing at the window
3. Walking in the room - Hot plunge - cold plunge
4. Breathing at the window - cold plunge - Hot plunge

95. Which play usually follows three unities ?
1. Macbeth 2. Mother’s day  3. Julius caeser 4. All

96. The following expression “You don’t want her here, do you?”
refers to

1. Giving information 2. Asking permission
3. Making a polite request 4. Seeking information

97. In the drama, the audience’s sensibilities are appealed to by the
use of the combination of

i. actor ii. set            iii. word           iv. movement
1. i, ii 2. ii, iii, iv 3. i, iii, iv 4. all

98. Which element brings intensity and focus for drama ?
1. The selectivity of plot 2. Causality
3. Brevity 4. All

99. The play wright takes the help of the ....... and ......... as a means
of characterisation

1. plot, character 2. dialogue, action
3. spectcle, action 4. plot, dialogue

100. Who wrote sentimental plays (Restoration Drama)?
1. Oliver gold smith 2. Shakespeare
3. J.B. Priestley 4. Osscar wilde

101. Place some incense into the
1. Censure 2. Censor 3. Censer 4. none

102. He generally passed by the fanlts of his subordinates Here
‘passed by’ means

1. died 2. overlooked 3. controlled 4. all

103. He is struck down with paralysis. Here ‘struck down’ means
1. attakced by 2. suffered from  3. died of 4. illness with

104. Choose the punctuation mark for “I should say not ..........”
1. full stop . 2. comma ,
3. question mark ? 4. exclamatory mark !

105. Choose the punctuation mark for the following expression
‘Going to call time on him sharp ............”
1. full stop . 2. comma ,
3. question mark ? 4. exclamatory mark !

106-110 Choose the suitable question - Tags.
106. Sounds a little funny to you, ..............?

1. don’t it 2. doesn’t it 3. would it 4. can it
107. Going quietly, ............ ?

1. are you 2. would you 3. do you 4. have you
108. Wait a minute , ...........?

1. will you 2. do you 3. have you 4. can you
109. I don’t think it will rain , ..........?

1. do I 2. will I 3. will it 4. are n’t I
110. You mother’s at home, .........? ( To make a quess)

1. is she 2. do you 3. isn’t she 4. don’t she
111-115 Choose the suitable direct speech and Indirect speech for

the following.
111. She told me that she had just written to John.

1. She said to me, “I’ve just written to John”
2. She said to me, “I wrote to John”.
3. She said to him, “I wrote to Just John”
4. Both a & b

112. He said that Roopa had got her licence the Tuesday before.
1. He said, “Roopa have got her licence last Tuesday”.
2. He said, “Roopa got her licence last Tuesday”.
3. He said, “Roopa gets her licence last The tuesday”
4. all

113. I thought “Well, does he really mean it?”
What is the reporting verb for the following indirect speech
“I ........ whether he really meant it.”
1. urged 2. suggested 3. wondered 4. requested

114. Choose the correct structure of Direct speech sentence except
1.“Great Heavens!” cried Duke
2. “Your information is out of date” replied I
3. Is this Mr.Kumar’s house?” asked police
4. “You monster!” she screamed

115. Rama said to Arjun “Go away”
1. Rama asked Arjun to go away
2. Rama suggested to go away
3. Rama requested Arjun to go away
4. Rama ordered Arjun to go away

116-120 Choose the suitable degrees of comparison.
116. He is as wise as solomon.

1. Solomon was not wiser than he is
2. Solomon was wiser than he is
3. He is not wiser than solomon
4. All

117. The mango is sweeter than the pineapple
1. The pineapple is not as sweet as the mango
2. The pineapple is less sweet than the mango
3. The pineapple is as sweet as the mango
4. both 1 & 2

118. Very few Indian cities are as big as chennai
1. Chennai is not bigger than some other Indian states.
2. Chennai is one of the biggest of Indian cities
3. Chennai is the biggest Indian cities
4. All

119. Some poets are not less great than poe.
1. poe is not the greatest of all poets
2. poe is not greater than some other poets
3. some poets are at least as great as poe
4. All

120. Ravi is little cleverer than krishna
1. Krishna is at least as clever as Ravi
2. Krishna is not as clever as Ravi
3. Krishna is less clever as Ravi 4. All
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121. What should we write in your own address at the top on the
right except ?

1. House number 2. Name of street & Town
3. Your name 4. Post code

122. In the letter, if you write Dear Sruthi, then you end the letter by
writing.

1. Yours faith fully 2. Yours sincerely
3. Yours obediently 4. Yours lovingly

123. What should we includes in a resume, except ?
1. personal details 2. academic details
3. professional details 4. honours

124. A CV is usually used when applying for jobs in
1. schools & colleges 2. universities
3. scientific organization 4. all

125. If you are discussing the similarities and differences between
two things, which of the follwoing is most suitable for listing ?

1. A Table 2. A Tree diagram
3. A Venn diagram 4. A Flow chart

126. Firstly which kind of ability need to we have for note making?
1. Listening 2. Speaking 3. Reading 4. Writing

127. The first words are taught by pointing to objects or pictures or
performing actions in

1. Grammar Translation method   2. Direct method
3. Reading method 4. Bilingual method

128. The method based on teaching prescriptive grammar rules is
1. Grammar Translation method   2. Direct method
3. Reading method 4. Bilingual method

129. ......... promotes fluency as it lays emphasis on speech and also
pattern practise.

1. Grammar Translation method   2. Direct method
3. Reading method 4. Bilingual method

130. Which method lays stress on Reading skills ?
1. Grammar Translation method   2. Direct method
3. Reading method 4. Bilingual method

131. Communication skills are neglected in
1. Grammar Translation method   2. Direct method
3. Reading method 4. Bilingual method

132. ........ is termed as “an expensive method’’ because largely
quantity of Audio Visual materials are used

1. Grammar Translation method   2. Direct method
3. Reading method 4. Bilingual method

133. Meanings of difficult words easily, quickly and accurately
explained in

1. Grammar Translation method   2. Direct method
3.  Bilingual method 4. Both 1 & 3

134. A lot of pattern practice is provided to the pupils in structural
approach like

1. Grammar Translation method   2. Direct method
3. Reading method 4. Bilingual method

135. The following deals with the teaching procedures and learning
experiences

1. An approach   2. A method 3. A technique  4. A strategy
136. In the structural approach, English structures are selected on

the basis of ..........
1. Frequency, testability, techability
2. Frequency, usefulness, teachability
3. Usefulness, teachability, gradation 4. All

137. The system of language that deals with sounds and words and
the word orders of a language is called

1. structure 2. sentence 3. phonitics 4. grammar
138. Who wrote ‘the structure of English’ ?

1. Zelling Harris 2. Bloomfield
3. Charles Carpenter 4. Jean. H. Herudon

139. Which one is not a form - class words according modern
grammars ?

1. Nouns 2. Prepositions   3. Adjectives 4. Verbs
140. A/An ........ approach starts with some examples from which a

rule is inferred
1. inductive 2. deductive
3. audio-lingual 4. communicative
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Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans
1 2 51 3 101 3 151 4
2 4 52 2 102 2 152 3
3 3 53 4 103 1 153 4
4 2 54 4 104 4 154 1
5 2 55 2 105 3 155 4
6 2 56 2 106 2 156 3
7 3 57 4 107 1 157 1
8 2 58 4 108 4 158 2
9 3 59 4 109 3 159 3

10 4 60 2 110 1 160 1
11 1 61 3 111 1 161 2
12 2 62 1 112 2 162 4
13 4 63 2 113 3 163 2
14 4 64 4 114 2 164 4
15 2 65 1 115 4 165 4
16 3 66 4 116 1 166 2
17 1 67 1 117 4 167 3

SA ENGLISH ANSWER SHEET
DIV TEST.3 (21.04.2015)

17 1 67 1 117 4 167 3
18 1 68 2 118 2 168 4
19 2 69 3 119 4 169 3
20 2 70 4 120 1 170 4
21 1 71 3 121 3 171 2
22 1 72 1 122 2 172 3
23 3 73 2 123 4 173 3
24 1 74 4 124 4 174 1
25 3 75 1 125 3 175 2
26 3 76 2 126 3 176 1
27 4 77 3 127 2 177 2
28 2 78 2 128 1 178 1
29 3 79 4 129 4 179 1
30 3 80 3 130 3 180 2
31 1 81 2 131 1 181 1
32 3 82 3 132 2 182 3
33 3 83 1 133 4 183 4
34 1 84 1 134 4 184 3
35 3 85 2 135 1 185 1
36 3 86 1 136 2 186 4
37 1 87 2 137 4 187 3
38 1 88 3 138 3 188 3
39 1 89 4 139 2 189 3
40 2 90 4 140 1 190 440 2 90 4 140 1 190 4
41 3 91 3 141 4 191 2
42 3 92 3 142 2 192 3
43 2 93 4 143 4 193 1
44 3 94 1 144 1 194 4
45 1 95 2 145 4 195 1
46 3 96 4 146 3 196 2
47 4 97 4 147 2 197 2
48 3 98 3 148 3 198 2
49 4 99 4 149 2 199 3
50 2 100 1 150 1 200 2


